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As the temperature decreases
(T remains above the Kondo temperature Tic) effeciency of the relaxation processes in spin subsystems of localized moments and conduction electrons in dilute magnetic alloys, caused by the exchange
interaction,increases. This leads
to emergence of the coupled motion
of magnetic moments of impurities
and conduction electrons in the
system. The aim of the present
work is the microscopic study of
the influence of the Kondo effect
on the EPR parameters of dilute
magnetic alloys, having taken into
consideration the dynamic nature
of the exchange coupling between
localised
magnetic moments and
conduction electrons.
1.The Hamiltonian, which describes the system of localised moments and conduction electrons in
the external constant magnetic field, can be written in the following form [1,2]
H = Ho + H e e + H e L

(1)

Here, Ho is the Hamiltonian of localized spins and conduction electrons in the constant magnetic field.; Has and E&L. determine the interaction of conduction electrons
with magnetic and nonmagnetic impurities, respectively.
The Feynman diagram techniques,
the methods of the dynamical renormalization groups and the Zubarev's nonequilibrium statistical
operator method are used in calculations arid a pseudofermion repre-

sentation of the localized spin
operators is introduced.
To evaluate the total response
of the system the Bethe-Salpeter
equations for the vertex parts of
the two-particle Green functions,
which define the dynamic transverse susceptibilities of localized
moments and conduction electrons,
are constructed to within the
third order terms in the exchange
interaction constant J, second order terms in the impurity potential and spin-orbit scattering amplitudes V and Vao, respectively,
and first order terms in concentrations of impurities [3]. All
terms in the equations are expressed through "dressed" single particle Green functions, calculated
to within the same order terms in
the interactions. For high ( kT>>
O)s,C0) and low (kT<< U)s,U)) temperatures the integral vertex equations are reduced to the following coupled system
of equations for the dynamic transverse
susceptibilities of localized moments Xs(CO) and conduction electrons X
as

= cs

(2)

bs
the parameters ai.bi.ci (i= s,e )
are defined by the expressions:
ai = U)i - U ) - SiZij - S A L ,
bi = A XJCSJL.- 60j)+gi8i2ij/gj

,
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ci = Xi(OJ

k T K = D exp(l/2dJ) ,

where
W i = Wi(l+

,

8i=l+AXigj/gi ,

=se,es,eL),
2
)5l
Iin2eL=(2/3)5ld|V
ao| CSoJdQsin8+Dq

CM, Cp, Cao are concentrations of
localized spins, nonmagnetic impurities with spin-independent and
spin-orbit potentials, respectively; 2D is the bandwidth; d is the
constant density of states. The
imaginary parts Sij (ij=se,es,eL)
have the meanings of transverse
relaxation rates of the spin magnetizations of localised moments
and conduction electrons, caused
by the exchange interaction and
spin-orbit scattering of conduction electrons from nonmagnetic impurities. The real parts 2±j determine shifts of the resonanse
frequencies of localized moments
and conduction electrons.
The next higher-order corrections in the exchange interaction in
the coupled Bethe-Salpeter equations for vertex parts of two-particle Green functions of localized
moments and conduction electrons
only redefine the kinetic coefficients and the form of the equations (2) is not changed [3]. Using
the method of the dynamical renormalization groups [4], we get the
following expressions for kinetic
coefficients

ffTtkTln-2(T/T ),

{

K

kT>>U)a,
(3)
, kT<<U)B,

|TtCM/2dln2(T/T K )

kT>>O) s ,
(4)

where Y.= max { kT, U ) a }.
Using; the Zubarev's nonequilibrium statistical operator method
[2], we obtain the system of coupled equations for the dynamic susceptibilities of localized moments
and conduction electrons, which is
valid for all temperatures and external frequencies and which coincides with (2), with the kinetic
coefficients Ssa and 2© s , calculated to the third order in J:
© = 2(dJ)2

(8)

[U)ln|D/u) |(9)
>-W) cth(U)s-U)/2T)K+0)cth(ul/2T) M ] ,
ia

= 2(dJ2/CM)th(C0 B /4T)

(10)
[O)ln|D/oj |-(U)a-(j0)ln|D/c0s-Cj0|3 ,
ImZaa^

TCdJ2CMth(O)a/2T)

(11)

[(a)a-(jJ)cth(Wa-

+U)cth(aV2T) M ],

K=l-4dJ(O)aln
M = 1 - 4dJ[ln|D/U)a-O) I -

Calculations of the kinetic coefficients on the basis of the dynamical renormalization groups' method [4] lead to the expressions
(3)-(6) for the case tO = 00 s .
2.From equations (2) we obtain
the following expression for the
total dynamic susceptibility X (W),
which determines the response of
the system of magnetic impurities
and conduction electrons in dilute
magnetic alloys
-

(Csae-Cebe+C©aa-Csba)

(a s a e - babe)- 1
C(2dJln(kT K /Y))-i-l]

(5)

[(2dJln(kTK/Y))-i-l]

(6)

(7)

(12)

The poles of the summary dynamic
susceptibilityW x a n d W 2 determine
the coupled spin modes of magnetic
impurities and conduction electrons. The strong bottleneck regime
for conduction electrons in the
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system is defined by the condition

In these conditions Kondo anomalies in EPR parameters for dilute
magnetic alloys are fully suppressed. This is due to the fact that
under these conditions the magnetic impurities' and conduction electrons' spins are tightly coupled
to each other, and magnetization
can only "leak" to lattice [3]. We
shall now consider the intermediate bottleneck EPR regime in dilute
magnetic alloys, which is characterized by the inequalities

The poles of the summary dynamic
susceptibility are equal to

= U ) e ' - Re(

(13)
ea)

(14)
Re 60 2 = C0 a '- Q ReZa

(15)

Im U)2 =

(16)

where

According to (3)-(7),(13)-(16) the
expressions for real and imaginary
parts of the pole CO 2(^1) which determine the effective resonance
frequency and the effective linewidth of EPR on localized moments
(conduction electrons) with the
corrections, caused by the partial conservation of the coupled motion of magnetic moments of impurities and conduction electrons,
contain the Kondo anomaly terms.
According to (15),(16) as a consequence of the partial conservation
of the coupled motion of magnetic
moments of impurities and conduction electrons the effective g-value shift and the effective linewidth of EPR on localised moments
depend on concentration of magnetic impurities. In the system of
localized moments and conduction

electrons the electron bottleneck
regime is absent, if the following
relation holds

6a
The collective oscillation of the
spin density of localized moments
and conduction electrons in the
system does not take place in these conditions and the response of
the localized spins and conduction
electrons can therefore be considered separately. The Kondo anomalies are independently and fully
exhibited in the parameters of EPR
on localized moments as well as on
conduction electrons [3].
3.It is interesting to compare
the obtained theoretical results
with the experimental data on EPR
in Au:Yb from [5]. To fit the experimental data on the temperature
dependences of the g-value shift
and the spin relaxation rate of
localized moments in Au:Yb using
formulas, which are obtained neglecting the dynamic coupling between the spin subsystems of the
localized moments and conduction
electrons, two substantially differing in values the Kondo temperatures: T K S = 4 - 1 0 - 8 K and Tie*"®1 =
2.10-12 K , were introduced in [5].
However, the analysis of the experimental results of EPR in Au:Yb
in [5] shows that the effective gvalue shift and the effective relaxation rate of localized moments
depend on concentration of magnetic impurities, besides the spin
relaxation rate of localized moments in [5] is higher at low temperatures for alloys with higher
concentration of magnetic impurities and at high temperatures - in
samples with lower concentrations.
According to (15),(16), the intermediate electron bottleneck regime
in the conditions of the experiment was present. Therefore the
interpretation of the experimental
results should be based on the
formulas (15),(16). Calculations
in accordance with (15),(16),(3),
(5),(7) of the actual Kondo temperature, using the experimentally
obtained TK«* and Tic*1®1 for g©=2;
g s =3,423; D=100 K [5]; 2dJ=-0,05;
N X S = -0,5 give
= 2-10-7 K.
e3CI?
The obtained TK
coincides with
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• TK-eivaor;

calculated in

accordance

to (7) for the same values of parameters. Consequentljr there is no
necessity to introduce two specific to fit the EPR experimental
data the Kondo temperatures T K S
and TK r s l , respectively. The parameters of EPR in dilute magnetic
alloys contain only one Kondo tempera tux-e, which enters in the expressions for static and dynamic
characteristics of dilute magnetic
alloys, studied by other methods.
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